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The. final Co-Rest of the fall semester will get under way at the
Women’s Gym tonight at 7:30.
Special entertainment scheduled
for the "Co-Rest Revelries" will include Mike Callahan, the Belemneers, Paul and Dave. Carol Mann,
and the Primu’s Combo.
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Council;
Seniors Elect Waggs ASB
To Discuss
Secretary
As Class
Free Coffee

of that institution but also apathetic disinterest in any one obHundreds of footsore, imserving that institution."
Eastman said that the average patient and bored students
attendance at senior class meet- might have their registration
ings this semester had been "five day misery alleviated someor six," and that the 15 who atwhat next semester.
tended yesterday’s meeting was
They might get free coffee
"a new high."
Eastman, in explanation of why if the Student Council today
Waggs was originally opposed the Dachshund, "Richard Waggs," agrees with a few of its own memby one other woman nominee who was elected said "nobody quali- bers who think coffee "would go
good just then.’’
dropped out Of the running. fied."
But the council is faced with a
"Waggs represents class opinion
very well," according to Robert
number of problems created by
the suggestion. It’s not sure just
Eastman, president of the senior
where it can get the money to
class.
Requirements for senior class
provide hundreds of cups of coffee, nor does it know how much
secretary, as well as other class
the coffee will cost.
offices, include the stipulation
Guy Gleason, ASB vice presithat the candidate have at least
dent, who was given the task of
a 2.25 overall grade point average
President
of
General
Eleclooking into the matter, said yesand be carrying at least 12 units.
Jack Wise, a member of Theta tric’s Microwave Laboratory terday afternoon ’he was still
Xi fraternity, is Waggs’ guardian, sin Palo Alto, Dr. Charles J. working on the feasibility of the
according to Eastman, who ad- Marsh, will speak to the SJS project.
COFFEE IN REG LINE
mitted the nomination and elec- chapter of the Society for
Coffee probably would be availtion of Waggs was "cooked up Advancement
of
Manageable to students at several stathe night before."
also revealed that ment, 6:30 tonight at Red tions along the registration line in
Eastman
Barn Restaurant, 12880 S. Monte- the corridors of Tower
Wages "almost bit" the one girl
Hall, Hill
rey Rd.
whom he opposed.
said.
His speech title: "Perplexities of
Richard Waggs is a 2% -yearHill admitted there may be
Managing Technical and Profes- controversy between the counold black Dachshund pup.
sional Personnel in Industry."
*
*
cil and Spartan Spurs, women’s
*
Besides being a prominent Bay service organization that for
In other senior class action yesterday, Eastman enlisted the sup- Area business leader, Dr. Marsh many years has offered 10-rent
port of the senior class in a has taught on assignment at San coffee In both gymnasiums at
short statement which resolved Jose State and other colleges and registration.
that the senior class council estab- universities. Ile holds a Ph.D. from
The Spurs also sell donuts while
Hill said he wasn’t sure the counlish a committee "to actively en- Stanford.
has
been
associated
Marsh
Dr.
of
the
student
support
the
list
cil could afford to offer free dobody, in whatever manner they with United Air Lines, Fiber- nuts.
see fit, and to re-establish the board, Stevenson, Jordan and
A new ASB recording secretary
status once held by graduating Harrison management engIners and Student Court chief justice
and Varian Astaxlates during his will be appointed as will next
seniors."
In the two-paragraph statement, career. Ile joined G.E. In 1956. semester’s Spartan Daily and Lyke
Besides SJS, he has held teach- Magazine editors and business
signed by Eastman and Robert L.
Sharp, the president said: "The in- ing assignments at Stanford, Gol- managers.
stitution which remains strong is den Gate College, Stephens Colthat with traditions which give lege and Northwestern Universome meaning to being a part of sity.
Tonight’s meeting, says chapter
that institution and that without
these traditions it reduces us to president Jim Browning, is the last
mediocrity and produces apathetic of the semester. Spring semester
feelings in not only the members officers election is scheduled.
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Shaving Away

Dark Future

Court Ends Semester
With Heavy Schedule

Richard Waggs, who dedined to list his major field
or address. was unanimously
sen1.ievted -t.cretary of the
ior class at a meeting yesterday, attended by the largest
number of members this semester 15.

By RON MILLER

The Student Court wound Clenahan managed 25 convictions.
up its last meeting of the se- One case was suspended and the
is the pending Delta upsimester yesterday without a other
lon issue.
chief justice, almost without The total fines paid to the court
a quorum, but overflowing amounted to $120, The money goes
into the general ASB fund
with work left undone.
In other action the court:
Jerry Alexander resigned --Automatically appointed Mar-

Business Exec
Talks Tonight

Standing Room Only

Prof Claims Birth
Control Necessary
By JOANNE OSMAN
News Editor

To a "Standing Room
audience, Dr. Carl
Duncan yesterday described
conditions in a "standing
room only" world if the present birth rate in the world is
I tidy"

not checked.
’Unless nations turn to the solution of the population problem
and try to find the social means
of balancing death control with
birth control, the ’good life’ we
how have will become a fading
dream," the natural science head
prophesied.
Dr. Duncan claims that the only
aay birth control can work is
DO a global scale. "We need a
great deal more education in the
surld before we can disseminate
Information on birth control," he
txplained.
"I’m sure the Catholic Church
Will change its views of birth
control," he added. "Even now,
opposition from the Pope Is not
hard and fast.
"Catholic doctrine has been
!hanged in the past and it will
be changed again. The Church is
billy opposed to our present meth
Ms of birth control but with the
Intellect of today, methods will
IS, devised that will be suitable
to
Ill," he emphasised.
REV EALING FIGURES
Dr, Duncan revealed some depressing statistics about the situ Pion of the world
population-wise
In the years ahead:
in
ithoot 4% centuries,
there will he a little
more than
otie square yard of arable land
pealion.
- In 6i centuries,
11 or 12 per-
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THAT’S PROGRESSShaving off a foot of concrete to make
way for *airways to a planned second story Speech and Drama
Building addition, a construction worker shows SJS students Phyllis Giddings, James Lewis and Judy Weymouth that progress is
slow, but sure.

Speech and Drama
Addition ’Not Planned’
By ROBERT TAYLOR
Some years just nothing
goes right.
Take the Speech and
’Drama Building, for exam-

ADS Meet pie
To Feature
Ad Speaker

An estimated $60,000 will
be spent on the present

building before the second-story
addition is constructed.
When the old building was
planned, San Jose State had an
enrollment ceiling of 6000. Facilities were planned for just that
number of students.
But now SJS holds more than
15,000, and the Speech and Drama
Building is getting crowded.
Faced with a choice of spilling out into the street or building a second story, planners derided on the latter.
The entire addition will cost
$308,350.

An rut limited $3.4000 us ii be
spent for a level concrete slab for
the floor of the second story. The
present building’s roof tilts for
drainage.
One Sacramento official said,
however, that an addition "was
proposed on a planning basis"
when the present structure was
built.
This was in reply to a state senator’s request after a complaint
from the SJS campus.
College officials disproved any
notions of a preplanned addition.
The change in the SJS enrollment "ceiling" came in 1955, the
year the Speech and Drama Building was opened. Department of
Education officials agreed that the
colleges existing at the time he
enlarged and no new ones be built
until 1965.
But even those plans have
changed.

The president of the advertising
firm that will handle the 1960
Democratic presidential campaign
will be guest speaker this evening
at the 8 p.m. meeting of the San
Jose State chapter of Alpha Delta
Sigma, national professional adversons will have to share that one tising fraternity.
square yard.
Walter Guild, head of a San
The earth’s present population Francisco agency will speak on
of 2.8 billion will double to 5.6 problems of campaign handling in
Volunteer Move
billion in 50 years.
’NOT EXPENSIVE’
Rooms A and B of the Cafeteria.
Although the earth could
"Though this building was evi- Y Topic Tonight
A question and answer period
support 5.6 billion comfortably, will follow Mr. Guild’s talk. Re- dently not planned originally for
It Is doubtful that It can sup- freshments will be served.
The Spartan Y delegate to the
an addition, Sacramento officials
port twice that ranch. And there
felt that one was possible without Student Volunteer Movement at
could he 11.2 billion here by
excessive expense," stated Execu- Athens, Ohio, during Christmas
2060 A.D.
tive Dean C. Grant Burton yes- recess will report on the conven"It is astonishing that while
tion at a meeting at the Spartan
terday.
two-thirds of the world awakes
"Having the Speech and Y tonight at 7:30.
Nasser Tavassoli, a student from
hungry every morning, the United
Drama Dipartment together in
States stores up food in warethe
building has many ad- Iran, will give his views as an
houses--and even has to throw
vantages to the college," he con- agnostic. The conference program
surpluses away," Dr. Duncan said.
was concerned with the frontier
cluded.
"Man’s situation today is
About $7,000 has been spent to areas of the world and discussed
unique: reproduction is going on
slice off a foot of concrete from nationalism, race relations, war
without limit. Unless something
John Gustafson, Young Repub- the top perimeter of the building. and peace.
Is done, and done soon, the sub- licans parliamentarian, filed a peti- The addition must be "tied" to
Almost 3000 college and universistence level of the United States tion yesterday with ASB Prosecut- the reinforcing steel in the pres- sity students attended the confercould drop appreciably, maybe ing Attorney Pat McClenahan ent walls.
ence.
even to the extinction level."
charging Sharon Davis, former
club treasurer, with "misappropriation and probable embezzlement
of club funds."
Gustafson said he first noticed a
lack of funds when he obtained an
.U.S. CAPTAIN FIRED OVER HEAD SHAVING
official statement of club finances
SEOUL, Korea (UPDA U.S. Army Captain was relieved of
Business
Tickets will remain on sale this from the Student Affairs
his command and a sergeant received a reprimand today for shaving
morning in the Women’s Gym for Office yesterday. He estimated the the heads of two Korean prostitutes. Another non-commissioned ofthe annual Women’s Athletic Assn. error to total "at least $25 and ficer involved in the incident was not punished.
MAIO Awards Banquet being possibly as much as $40."
The action came shortly after the Republic of Korea lodged a
Gustafson said Miss Davis is not formal protest with the United States over the affair and demanded
held this evening in the Cafeteria
faculty dining room.
a member of the San Jose State that the responsible personnel be "brought to justice."
The banquet will be held from student body. Earlier this week six
However, none of the three will face a courtmartial.
7 to 10 p.m. and the tickets sell of 14 or 15 Young Republican club
The United Nations command announced that Capt. John W.
members filed a petition stating McF.nery, of Cheyenne, was relieved of his command and in addition
for $2.50.
Elwood Hess, principal of Mc- that Miss Davis’ recent election to received a written reprimand from the commanding general of the
Clyrnonds High School In Oak- the office of club vice president 7th U.S. Infantry Division for ordering the shaving.
land, will serve as guest speaker was a violation of an AS/3 bylaw
NEVIL SUITE, AUTHOR, DIES AT 60
as she is not enrolled as a student
at the event.
MELBOURNE, Australia (UPI) -Nevil Shute, author of the
the college,
Gil Gillespie, winner of the Dor- at
lie said he planned to appear best-selling novel, "On the Beach," which portrayed the end of the
othy Kaucher Oral Reading Award, before the Santa Clara County Re- world in a nuclear war, died yesterday at the age of 60. Shute sufof
part
provide
to
is also slated
publican Central Committee last fered a stroke at Freemasons Hospital in Melbourne.
Although born and reared in Britain, he had lived for the past
the entertainment, according to night to "seek advice as to where
eight years in Australia raising cattle, writing and avoiding publicity.
to proceed next."
Ede Cooper, chairman.

’Funds Short’
Charges GOP
Club Member

Tickets on Sale
For WAA Dinner

world wire

as chief justice last week, giving
up his judicial powers, and couldn’t vote on any issue yesterday.
Of six justices, only four appeared and the fourth didn’t show
until an hour after court convened.
Among the jobs the court left
undone until next semester were
disposition of three hearings, a
contempt of court citation against
Alpha Gamma, and scheduling of
25 cases passed for hearing by the
court with upwards of 35 more
possible cases yet to be approved
Hearings for Wesley FoundaHon, Christian Science organization, and International ReisHuns Club were postponed by
the court pending the outcome
of the precedent -making ASB
vs. Spartan V trial held in December.
Still in the works is a charge
against Delta Upsilon. The organization was sentenced by the court
and decided to appeal the decision. But the Appeals Board has
never met on the case.
27 CASES HEARD
Of 27 cases handled by the
court, ASH Prosecutor Pat Mc-

vin Frankel, senior justice, interim
chief justice;
- -Discussed the resignation submitted by Sharon Clark, senior
justice, but took no action;
Decided to recommend the
Student Activities Office put the
Conservation Club on the inactive list of clubs. The club refused
to pay a court fine.
The justices also discussed a
possible new type of SLMITTIOns and
case review form.

SJS Trio Sings
Tomorrow, 3 p.m.
A folk ^inging trio will entertain
in the snack bar of the Cafeteria
tomorrow from 3 to 4:15 p.m.
The trio is composed of Paul
Arnerich, Chuck Ziert and Dave
Hardwicke, all SJS students,
The group is sponsored by the
Social Affairs Committee in cooperation with Michael Dolan, cafeteria manager.
This is the second program
which the committee has present ed in the snack bar.

’Candida’ To Continue
With ’Intimate’ Staging
"Candid,.’ by George
Bernard Shaw, a play which
discusses the follies and pitfalls of love and marriage,
continues tonight at 8:15 in the-round in the Studio Theater. following an added performance last night.
The play stars Richard Rossomme, Cheryl Del Biaggio, Richant Parks, Lois Haight, Lloyd
Kearns and John Higgins.
Directed by Dr. Paul Davee,
assistant professor of drama, "Candida" offers a new experience for
theater-goers who have never attended a performance arena style.
In -the -round theater emphasizes intimacy between the audience and the actors, as seats

Talk To Treat
Political Plight
Dr. Whitaker T. Deininger
will discuss the situation or
plight Of what the author of
"Tile Case for Modern Man,"
Charles Frankel. calls American political liberalism at
today’s 12:30 p.m. hook talk

are arranged to surround the
playing area on four sides.
Devoid of curt a in and other
conventions of normal staging,
"Candida" solves most of the inherent problems through its good
of the style, which dates back to
the days of Greek theater, when
the audience sat on a level equal
with the actors.
"Candida," which will run
through Saturday evening, is an
interesting play, with most of
Shaw’s lines clever enough to make
the audience stop and think.
The Speech and Drama Department’s third major production of the 1960 season
a never -dull play that is buoyed mostly by Shaw’s perceptive lines on
love (and the people who enter
Into it), and sonic tirade A acting jobs turned in by Hossomme,
Higgins. Parks and Miss Haight.
Miss Del Biaggio and Kearns
are somewhat less successful in
their roles.
Lighting by Kenneth Dorst is
effective and blends in with the
adequate sets and costuming by
J. Wendell Johnson and Miss Berneice Prisk, respectively.
Tickets for the remaining four
performances may be obtained at
the College Theater box office
from 1 to 5 p.m. daily or by telephoning CYpress 4-6414, Ext. 363.

session, Cafeteria Rooms A and B.
"The author," stated the enact ate professor of philosophy, "is in
many ways a liberalist himself."
In his book, Frankel discusses II
the opinions expressed by four as
critics of political liberalism. He SI
endeavors to see if liberalism can
say anything in reply to critics
Jacque Martain, Catholic; Rhein hold Niebuhr, Protestant; Karl
Mannheim, Socialist; and Arnold
Toynbee, historian.
"While Frankel believes their
Ideas to he moving, he eventually comes to the conclusion that
what they say is wrong." said
the philosophy professor.
The book is good reading mateMal, concluded Dr. Deininger, for
people who don’t read much and
yet want to broaden their field of
understanding.
The author is a professor of
philosophy at Columbia University
in New York.

SPARTANS
Jack Sprat could
eat no fat, his
wife could eat
no lean. So they
really had a
big problem when
it came down to
if. Jack paced and
paced till he wore
out his only pair
of shoes. This was
a bigger problem
until he remembered
that R/A’s shoe
clearance was in
progress and prices
were cut 1/4 to I/2!

Jarryir
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Editorial
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LITTLE MAN ON. CAMPUS

Need Innocents Abroad?

Art-

Well, why not?
A little intermarriage with foreigners
might be just the thing our foreign relations needs. The tendency of Americans
abroad to isolate themselves from the natives is one of the main sore spots raised
in the "Ugly American."
And anyway, some of those foreign girls
are pretty fineespecially the French ones.
-- J.H.A.

Apparently, the United States Information Agency, our public relations staff in
foreign countries, does not want the men
in its ranks to marry foreign girls.
When the USIA interviewer was on
campus last month he said the agency prefers applicants who are married. Otherwise, he explained, they might marry girls
in the foreign countries to which they’re
sent.

The Honorable Mr. Waggs
The election of Richard Waggs. a 21/ year-old Dachshund, as Secretary of the
Senior Class was engineered to demonstrate
the apathy of the seniors.
It’s a pretty good demonstration.
The dog ran unopposed and got a unanimous vote of approval-15 votes. Senior
President Bob Eastman says the 15 people
is the largest turnout to a class meeting this
semester.
There was a time when seniors held a
day-long party, a banquet, a dance and several other functions during the yearand

a senior class meeting was about the noisiest affair on the campus.
The class passed a resolution yesterday
that a committee be established to enlist
the support of the student body. The most
important duty of this committee should be
to revive some of the traditions the class
has lost in recent years.
The loss of these traditions is the direct
cause of the apathy that drove 15 seniors
to electing a dadgutn dog for their secretary
A.
yesterday.

e thrust and parry
Calls Young GOP
’Blockie Machine’
EDITOR: By allowing a person
not enrolled at San Jose State
to vote in last week’s balloting for
spring officers, the "Blockie Machine" has subjected the Young
Republicans to possible loss of
campus recognition I ASB by.
to say nothing of the harm
It has done to the club’s reputation.
Because of this and three
other irregularities in the elec-

thin procedure, six membersincluding all of the defeated
candidates-h a ve filed suit
against the "old guard" In Student Court and seek to have the
"election" voided.
Those who described it as a
"rubber stamp operation" were
putting it mildly. One of the "machine" candidates was so confident of victory that he left the
meting to go bowling before the
ballots were distributed! With
two of Blockie’s cronies doing
the counting, is it any wonder

I Block North of Spartan City

-ittor of the Daily editorially denounce the recent swastika
smears on campus. It is unfortunate that in a school of this size
there are bound to be one or two
bigoted persons who will stoop to
such depraved acts.
I cannot understand the posi-

Conveniently Located
to Serve Car Owners of San Jose State

LUBRICATION - MOTOR TUNE-UP
WHEEL BALANCING - BRAKE SERVICE
TIRES - BATTERIES - AUTO ACCESSORIES

tion of the administration in
that It has been so complacent
as to shut its eyes to the whole

We Give Blue Chip Stamps

affair and it did not even file
a complaint with the pollee.
The Daily is right, there is nothing funny about Hitler’s Nazism or its symbol. People would
do well to remember this and also
that the emblem of the hammer
and sickle is no less offensive.
Between Nazism and Communism there is no less of two evils.

TRA-LA-LA!
I’m on my way to

ilot in th., Waft

For delicious Home-Cooked Food in an atmosphere of congeniality end comfort-You can’t
beat Ed’s Hole in the Well! Complete Dinners
from $1.45.
Open daily ’NI 10 p.m.
1610 E. Santa Clara

DAN M. JACOBSON
ASS 1404

Traveling Students
’Need a Firm Hand’

TYPEWRITERS RENTED
SPECIAL STUDENT RENTAL
RATE FOR 3 MONTHS

EDITOR: With gteat delight

read Mr. Noble’s views about the
state of summer tours abroad.
The fine sarcasm which I found
there was a wonderful counterattack to the loyal and worthy
puritanical hangers-on. Indeed,
the college educated, apartment
living youth of 1960 certainly
needs a firm hand when traveling outside his lifelong environment.
LUCIA SOUZA

15

515.00 rental applies to purchase price
of any machine if you decide to buy.

JOHN GUSTAFSON
ASB 7888

’Daily Right, Nothing
Funny About Nazism’
’,mimic: I isis glad It, see the

Bill Wert Chevron - 7th & Keyes
CHEVRON

that five out of six incumbents
won new terms?
Obviously it’s time for a
change. Blockie and his handpicked crew have remained in the
saddle too long. More and more
of our members realize this and
want new, dynamic and forward looking leadership. But let us not
forget the words of Edmund
Burke: "All that is necessary for
the triumph of evil is that good
men do nothing."

PORTABLE
ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS RENTED
$ 015 00
-)
3 mnthsL,
$25.00 Rental Applies to purchase price of any machine if
you decide to buy.
Phone
PIc.4 up
Pick -Up
and
and
CYpress 3-6383
Delivery
Service
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FREE PARKING NEXT DOOR
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JIM ADAMS, Editor
BILL CRAWKAD. Adv. Mgr. ,
Day Editor, this issue
Denny Motlow
Joanne Osman
News Editor

All you fellow camera
bugs will be interested in
"The Unguarded Moment,"
an exhibition of 104 photographs by Dr. Erich Salomon, father of the "candid"
camera technique. The exhibit will open Sunday and continue through Feb. 7 in the Rosicrucian Art Gallery.
Dr. Salomon was the first photographer to see the possibilities
the 35mm camera offered. The
first still camera using 35mm film
was the German-made Ermanox
d.2 which required neither tripod,
flash powder nor hood to get candid shots.
Penniless at the end of World
War I, he went to work in the
promotion department of the Ullstein publishing house and began
to use a camera as part of his job
finding violations of advertising
agreements. He next began freelancing and discovered it was profitable. He quit his job, and, at 42,
became a press photographer.
He covered meeting’s of the
League of Nations, and the
1929 conference at The Hague.
He caught heads of state in
"unsuspected moments" - the
beginning of candid photography.
He soon became almost as famous as the historically important
persons he was photographing.
Ile gave the world a new insight
into the world of diplomacy in
the era between the two world
wars, but tried to show "human
dignity at its best," never using
his candid technique to show embarrassing incidents.
Dr. Salomon is quite important.
for paving the way for photo.
journalism --a new phase of mass
communication.

Santa Clara

CHOW HOUNDS

$
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All the SPAGHETTI
YOU CAN EAT FOR ONLY
Just show your student body card and
then sit down and stuff yourself!
We also serve your favorite refreshments.

1

COURTESY DISCOUNTS
TO STUDENTS
Open Mon. & Thurs. Nights
Till 9 p.m.

Orders +o Take Out

Phone
CH 8-6244

HOURS:
Tues.-Fri. 4 p.m..2 a.m.
Set. and Sun. noon til
2 a.m.
Closed Mondays

GOItJ’IPsJ ciRtas?
No need to. really. By starting
your savings program now, you
can get on a road that leads
somewhere.
Provident Mutual offers a variety
of iite insurance plans with protection and savings features,
designed to take care of your
present and future needs. Putting aside just a few dollars a
month now can begin your life-

time financial planning.

You
can select
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3 STORES TO SERVE YOU
IN THE SAN JOSE AREA

DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
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66 South First St. - CY 3-0616

WILLOW GLEN

1084 Lincoln Aye. - CY 4-2610

VALLEY FAIR
56 Valley
- CH 8.4500
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(Author of"! Was a Teen-age Dwarf", "rho l!,;
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

Plus . . .

Today let us examine that much maligned, widely
stood, grossly overworked, wholly dedicated canipus figurethe dean.
The dean (from the Latin rkanerc-to expel) is bed, As many
think, primarily a disciplinary officer. He is a coon --lot and
guide, a haven and refuge for the troubled student. The dean
(from the Greek deanos-to skewer) is characterized chiefly by
aympathy, wisdom, patience, forbearance, and a fondness for
homely pleasures like ham-raisings, gruel, spelldewn., end
Marlboro Cigarettes. The dean (from the German thengonark
-to poop a party) is fond of Marlboros for the same ma -nil that
all men of good will are fond of Marlboros-becati,p Marlliere
is an honest cigarette. Those better nuikin’s are hone,tly better,
honestly aged to the peak of perfection, honestly blended for
the hest of all possible flavors. The filter honestly filters.
Marlboro honestly comes in two different containers -if Ol
pack which is honestly soft, and a flip-top bn/C

’PILL
Rock
Thelma

Town

"The F
’Aiwa)

GA

flips. You too will flip when next you try an honest Mar.

which, one honestly hopes, will he soon.
But I digress. We were learning how a dean helps undergraduates. To illustrate, let us take a typical case from the files
, (oh, sty
of the University of Y
of Dean S
be PO mysterious? The dean’s name is Sigafoos and the University is Yutah.)
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ARE YOU PREPARED?
Lost Chance to Get Your

TYPEWRITER
or

ADDING MACHINE
Rented

Repaired

Sold

Traded

MODERN OFFICE
MACHINES CO.

CY 8-1212

REN

Spat(
3

PROVIDENT MUTUAL
Life Insurance Company

Wholesale Distributors

1403 W. San Carlos

41

R. SHELDON ONSTEAD

Special Student Rental Rotes

HI-FI EQUIPMENT

at
Martin Ave. The chorus
Will p,66
sent an all -Sibelius program
a,
kit
Jose’s "Charter Year’
celebra,,
May 2.

Your campus representative Is
well qualified to discuss these
plans with you. Get in touch with
him for more information.

United Radio &
TV Supply Co.
ELECTRONIC PARTS

Try our
Delicious
Pine!

Municipal Chorus again
la
auditions for membershipwill 1244

HAIL TO THE DEAN:

FINALS??!!

GOOD FOOD

4565 Stevens Creek Road

WHAT NEXT?
ROME (UPI) - Actress Gina
Lollobrigida gave this explanation
today for a projected trip to Geneva and Paris: "I’ve got to try on
costumes for my new film, ’Go
Nude in the World’."

Tonight at 8:30 in the San
Francisco Memorial Opera House,
Pierre Monteux will be guest conductor of the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra in works by
Brahma, Beethoven, Wagner, Debussy, Hindemith, Strauss and Sibelius.
*
*
*
Tonight at 7:30 Nil, W. Hovey
will conduct a band clinic in Concert Hall. The clinic wW be free
and open to the public. Hovey is
educational director of the H. A.
Selmer Instrumental Co.
*
*
*
Tomorrow morning at 11:30
chamber music by Mozart and
Schubert will he featured at the
Survey of Music Literature class.
*
*
*
Tomorrow afternoon at 1:30 in
Concert Hall Dr. Paul Moses, noted specialist from San Francisco,
will present a lecture, "The Voice
-Its Nature and Development."
*
*
*
Tomorrow night the son Jose

’4
Robed Lan

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.

Itt1[ -Iii- BE CKET

Thomas E. Eagan, associate
professor of music, was presented with a silver tray in recognition of his "outstanding service"
to Theta Xi fraternity at the
Scholarship Banquet Monday
night at Theta Xi house.
Through the efforts of Professor Eagan. one of the fraternity’s
advisers, the fraternity’s scholarship standing rose from fourteenth to second place.

By PHYLLIS MACIsALL
Art and Music Editor

As 11192

Spaztan 4g

Theta Xi Presents
Tray to Eagan

’Unguarded’
Photo Show
Opens Jan. 17

17/414k- 2Vima

Pio Deposit Required

124 East San Fernando St.

CYpress 3-5283

Nest to Cal Book Store - Free Delivery

Wise, kindly I/can Sigafooe was visited one day hy a freshman named Walter Aguincourt, who came to ask permiotnn to
marry one Emma Blenheim, his dormitory laundre.,.. To the
dean the marriage seemed ill-advised, for Walter sits nrifv IS
and Emma was 91. Walter agreed, but said he felt, ellicated lii
in0
go through with it because ’Emma had invested her
d
in
transparent rain hood to protect her front tt,’ nad
Niagara Falls where they planned to spend their bencyronoti.
What use, asked Walter, would the poor woman have for uTitt
hood in Yittah? The wise, kindly dean pondered briefly mid
came up with an answer: let Walter punch holes in the hoelid
EMMa’n steam iron; with steam billowing bark st the old Isly,
she would find a rain hood very useful -possibly es.rn ",44"1Whimpering with gratitude, Walter kissed the dean’s Phi
!Iota Kapp* key and hastened away to follow his advice which,
it pleasures me to report, solved matters brilliantly.
.Today Emma ifi happy woman --singing lustily, wratingher

Thin hood, eating soft-center chocolates, and ironing el9,88twice is happy, to he candid, than if she had married Salio.
... And Walter? He is happy ton. Freed from his lial’",11,111
Emma, he married a girl numb nearer his own IF
Yucca, 72. Waller is now the proud father -arerfather, to to
perfectly accurate -of three fine healthy boys from A 9t1"*. 614
marriage -Everett, 3R; Willem, 43; and Ening, c.s ,tl 1111111
Walter pets the boy’s in Eton cellars and takes them Inf stmll
in the park nu fhin"iny afternoons, you may he sate there is net

a dry eye in Yittsh.... And Dean Simkins? He Ion I, klarri’-’
happy to spend long, tiring days in his little office, giving t

without stint and without complaint., doing

tint tn

young, nncertain feet of his charges on the path t" 9 brig"C naro Mu NOW
tomorrow.
tnmotrow.

We don’t say that Marlboro ix the dean of fitter rtgarettestsi;
but it’s sure of the head of the Hann. Tra Rellne nr
prefer mildness without filters, try popular MIN, .Horr ti
from M4 earns makers.

Pi
OUR ,

Y011te

CONSUL

DR.
Coraplaia a,
reshot lao
NO APPOIS
Mention
Located 3 1

SAN FERN.
Antonio.
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Broncos Nip State
49-47 in Tingler
By

KBM
RENT A TYPEWRITER
Special Student Rate
3 MONTHS $15
KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
CY 2-7501
E San Fernando

96

FAIRGROUNDS
FAIRWAYS
Golf Course

9 HOLE PITCH and PUTT
Student rate 500

San

price on driving range for
students.
Jose’s most comploto
golfing cantor
ROAD

10TH & TULLY

Lowest Gas Prices
In San Jose

ETHYL -100+ OCTANE
REG.-90+ OCTANE
Cigarettes 200
All Major Oils-380

20% STATIONS
4th & William -6th & Keyes
I0TH AND TAYLOR

GARY

H. 11110%N
Sports Editor

San Jose’s basketball team
almost turned giant killer"
last night, but time denied
them the chance as they fell
before Santa Clara, 49-47. in
a spine-tingler at the Civic
Auditorium.
The game, a see-saw defensive
battle, saw Santa Clara with a
six-point lead with only two and
one-half minutes left and apparently home safe. The Spartans,
however, closed the gap on two
free throws by Vic Cori and a tip
by Whelihan and then . . . the
buzzer.
BITTERLY FOUGHT
A near capacity house, predominantly Santa Clara rooters, saw
a heated and bitterly fought contest right to its finish. Twice,
rooters from the stands showered
the court with refuse on several
calls against the Broncos.
San Jose. on the strength of
Corl’s outside shooting in the
first half, kept pace yilth the
visitors as the game changed
hands five different times; it
was knotted on four occasions.
Con l was the high point man for
both squads with 21 points. Cori

Three Foes
chea7 SLATE For Spartan
MAYFAIR Gymnasts
’WONDERFUL
COUNTRY’
Robert Mitchum.

Julie London
Pedro Armendrerit

A great

Plus . . .

Comedy

’PILLOW TALK’
Rock Hud,on, Doris Day
Thelma Ritter, Tony Randall

Towne Theater
IN COLOR

’ -:-,n, mm Cry’s
"The Horse’s Mouth"
ALSO
’Always a Price Tag"

crime

Li a
A French

L’

111,A0

GAY THEATER
Seth In Color

"HOLE IN THE
T41,1eof

HEAD"
Frank Sinatra
PLUS
Story of the Paint*,

"NAKED MAJA"

Goya ...

Gardnr

EL RANCHO
All In Color

’SAMSON AND DELILAH’
V.dor Mature
PLUS
*ULYSSES’
K .rk Douglas

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
’PILLOW TALK’

San Jose State College’s varsity
gymnastics team will compete In
its first meet of the New Year in
a four-way affair at Berkeley Saturday.
Entered with San Jose will be
the University of California, third
place finisher in the NCAA last
year, San Francisco State and Sacramento State.
Spartan coach Bill Gustafson
receised a stiff blow recently
when it WaS learned that three
of his top-notch performers will
be lost to the squad this year.
Gustafson said varsity letterman
Lonny Christensen and Don 0’Names will not compete in intercollegiate competition this season.
Also lost is promising sophomore
Don Papson who is considered to
be one of the finest performers in
the country on the sidehorse.
Entered in the Berkeley meet
will be Ted Bogios and Britt Haywood, trampoline and tumbling:
Tom Kakinami, rope climb and
side horse; Ted Carter, free exercise and tumbling; Jerry Polino,
high bar and rope climb; Jon Hazen, high bar and parallel bars;
Jack Medina, rings; Don Dare
and Jim Watson, rope climb; Bill
Hendrix, trampoline; and Dave
Markle, high bar.
The Spartan gymnasts will perform in their first home meet Feb.
12, in a three-way test at Spartan
Gym. Competing will be Stanford
and Sacramento State,

PATRONIZE
OUR ADVERTISERS

BASKETBALL MEETING
Intramural Director Dale Swire
has announced that there will be
a meeting for all men interested in
officiating intramural basketball
games today in Room 201 of the
Men’s Gym at 3:30 p.m.

1 1m r

as goal at your

.udsonDorls Day
titterTony Randall
PLUS

’4-D MAN’
Merireallust

-777

eves
.

son only to
Jon%

1004 for

CHEAP iargaini

CONSULT

DR. HAROLD HASKELL
Cmnplefe eye

OPTOMETRIST

nraminetions and optical service. Latest styled glasses and
conta.-r len,ns faved. Optical prescriptions filled and glasses repaired.
NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED
EYE CARE AT ALL PRICES
EASIEST CREDIT TERMS
Mention this ad... wises visiting any of the Dr. Haskell Offices
lornfed 1 blocks from campus. 100 S. FIRST (CORNER OF 1ST AND
SAN FERNANDO)
Also-199 S. First St. (Corner of 1st and San
Antonio,
Call CY 7-1880
- -

You get more money, honey,
for your books at Roberts.

SPARTAN DAILY-3
Wednesday, January
1960

Hustle Pays Off for Bears

WE

whit*

you
offend
class
9 am- 5 pm

hit on nine of 20 from the flour.
MOISKEKO ’HOT’
Joe Sheaff and George Gardiner
tanked 14 apiece to pace the Broncos. Frank Sobrero, who exchanged heated comments with
several of the Spartan players.
was held to seven points, all in
the second half.
Going into the game, the
Spartans were decided underdogs but spurred on by Con’s
hot streak In the first half, the
locals held on doggedly and at
the half the Broncos held a
24-21 edge. San Jose had led by
as many It% five points with Just
four minutes in the initial half.
KEEP LEAD
With Sobrero hitting from outside in the second half, and Sheaff
bucketing the ball from close in.
the Broncos held the lead for the
entire second half but couldn’t
draw away. The visitors drew
away by seven points twice, but
each time State closed the gap.
With Just two and one-half
left to go, the leaders went into
a stall that almost proved fatal
as the Spartans came back and
almost grabbed the vktory.
In the freshman game, another
hard-fought battle, the Broncos’
freshman team took a 5:3-48 decision. The Spartababes were down
34-21 at the half but rallied in
the closing minutes. Bill Yonge
led the losers with 15 tallies and
Joe Weiss hit 18 for Santa Clara.
VARSITY GAME
SAN JOSE
FO FT PF Total
Cori
9 34 4 21
Chapman
1 0-0 1 2
Dalbey
1 3-3 3 S
Ryan
I 0-0 3 2
McGrath
I 3-3 3 4
SANTA CLARA
FG FT PF Total
Sobrero
3 1-3 3 7
Gardiner
5 4-5 2 14
7 0-0 2 14
Sheeff
Rossi
3 2-6 I
II
0 6-7 3 6
McGee
SUMMARY: SC, Cristina (0)
SJS, Marc (7), Whelihan (2);
Barnes (4).
*
*
*

State’s Best
Falls Short
By NICK PETERS
A bucking and kicking wild
Bronco from the other side of
town raised the roof off the barn
last night, hut still had a difficult
task in containing a valiant Spartan five at the downtown arena.
"We played our herd game of
the year," said coach Walt 31e Pherson, referring to his squad’s
inspired performance over a
Santa Clara aggregation which
had the odds in its favor In sire,
experience and reputation.
That the coach’s comment was
an understatement could not be
denied. The high -flying Broncs
walked on to the Civic Auditorium
court as the pre-season choice to
cop all the conference marbles,
but could barely escape with a
mere two-point decision against a
favorite for the cellar.
Four of the Santa Clarans were
seniors, their starting five averaged 6-4, and they entered the ball
game with a plus-60 offensive average.
On the other hand, the Spartaws had four Koplin in throughout the hassle, claimed an average height of only 6-1. and Weren’t setting any records for offensive prowess. Vet the Spartans wouldn’t may die and even
led the game for most of the
first half.
-Our boys couldn’t have been
Inciter for their general aggressiveness," continued the hoop boss,
"and our use of the zone for the
first time seemed to slow them
down quite a hit. Yes, you might
say I was pleased with our perirma nee."
He added, "Vic Carl showed why
he’s our hest shooter, and Joe McGrath, Art !Whey and Gary Ryan
they just all played
did fine
well!"

minimum time -2 hrs.

ZINKE’S

Shoe
Repair
49 EAST SAN ANTONIO

Sahara Oil Co.
BEST GAS PRICES
IN SAN JOSE
AT
SECOND & WILLIAM

LEBANON

Continental
STOP THIEFSnatching

the ball away from

downed UCLA forward Pete Blackman. Califorflies guard Earl Shultz (left) takes off for oppon-

Bears No. 1 in DefenSeiMatmen Face
Hit Only Half of FT’s Poly Friday
Califon.:Ws 13 e a r is. in opponents a wove. points a game
quest of their second straight in twelve contests this year. They
have allowed only three opponents
NCAA basketball title, are to score more than 48 points in
the nation’s No. 1 team de- any game this year: USC 61 and
fensively in statistics released 65 in two games and Michigan
State 60.
this week.
The Bears have allowed

Coach Raps
NCAA Stats
1..;SF bashei hall coach !Loss 111l.
dice took a sharp rap at NCAA
statisticians and school scorekeepers who pad the statistics of basketball games recently.
Guidice referred specifically to
the Pepperdine records which
showed Sterling Forbes getting 24
rebounds and the Peps getting credit for 24 more than the Dons,
even though each side took 26
shots.
"I doubt that Forbes got more
than 12 in the game and I
can’t see where it was possible for
Pepperdine to get ’44 more rebounds when the teams each had
the same number of shots. It’s
ridiculous," declared Guidice.
It was revealed that the NCAA
bureau insists on balancing off
the number of rebounds with the
number of shots taken, regrclless
of whether sir not there is a rebound.

Against Illinois, Michigan State
and West Virginia, teams
who averaged over SO points going into their fray with Cal
(West Virginia was over 9(i),
Pete Newell’s defensive minded
hoopsters allowed the opposition
an average of artily 51 points.
Although the Bearmen have
been better than fair on field goal
percentage, they sport a dismal 33
per cent mark on their free throw
tries. Of the regulars, the only one
to hit over 60 per cent is Earl
Shultz. their fine shooting guard
with a .620 mark.
Shultz, not a starter until just
recently, leads the team in shooting also with a .482 mark. The Cal
aggregation has averaged .394 on
accuracy from the floor to opponents’ .338.
Darrisli Imhoff and Bill 31.
pintock are waging a personal
war for scoring and rebounding
honors. McClintork has scored
156 points to Imhoff’s 153. Imhoff, however. leads in basic board grabs 1:4 ill W. Sc a
foam the Bears have contr,11.11
57.2 per cent of all game ro
honnrk.

San Jose States wrestling squad
fresh from a 19-14 victory over a
good Adams State College team
last week, will meet Cal Poly Friday in the Spartan Gym, at 1 p.m.!
This will be the second dual
meet contest a the season for
the Spartans.
Varsity mat coach Hugh Mumby.
optimistic about Friday’s match,
wiis well pleased with the performances of his grapplers against
Adams State.
Mumby announced that DaNe
Nevis, out for the past two weeks
with an ankle injury, will be ready
to go in the 130 lb. division.
Cal Poly, never a real power in
collegiate wrestling, is expected
to bring a top-notch club to Spartan Gym.

mer l..\
eri ield,
Ram quarterback, was signed by
the Rams last night to a five-yea’
pact as head coach replacing resigned mentor, Sid Gillman.
The announcement climaxed a
month long discussion by the Ram
front office after Gillman’s resignation before the last game of the
season.
Well

1435 The Alameda
-

SHISH-KA-BAB
Call CY 5-9519 for Reservations
We Cater to Banquets, Priv Parties
Special

Rates to

Organizations

1098 E. Santa Clara St.

Open Daily I I ern -10 pm except Tues.
Adrian Daniel, Managing -Owner

San Jose
Fairways
The only Sheltered
Driving Range
in San Jose
Ample Grass Area
Student Rates
HOURS
Weekdays
9 to 9

Sat, & Sun.
9 to 5

Just East of N. First St. and
Bayshore at 230 E. Brokaw Rd
CYprss 5-9542

TREAT YOURSELF
and end those "PARKING
BLUES" with a bike

DESIMONES
NEW & USED
Department
From

some 2nd -hand, 3 -speed
lightweight bikes for sale

Repair

72

ACCPSSO’

So. Second Street

CY 3-5808

STATE STUDENTS
The NEWLY remodeled Campus

CYCLES
!PAULS
cyclist.,.
For the discriminate
Waterfield Signs ; Englund’s
3.speed Raleigh and
Jannis 8 & 10 speed towing and
Pact With Rams
raring bicycle.
Bub

Restaurant

MEXICAN
LEBANESE
and AMERICAN FOODS
Our
.

ents’ basket. Teammate Bill McClintock (42)
swings into action and Bruin guard Cliff Brandon
(23) (right) changes his course. Bears won, 59-47.

Sno-Man Snack -Bar is designed
more efficiently to serve you. Featuring delicious lunches af student
prices.

CY3-9766

S & D UNIFORM, Inc.
Complete line of
Police Uniforms and
Accessories
401 Lost Santa Clara
. fr,m
(I

Sno-Man Snack -Bar

St.

Corner Fourth and San Carlos

k
ci,cts LOVE s,
"c44

PARKING
STUDENT RATES
OVER 25 YEARS
EXPERIENCE IN THE
SERVICE STATION
BUSINESS

Engine Tune" Up
Complete Brake Repair
Lubrication
Starter, Generator Work

You Get These Free Service Checks
With Every SHELLUBRICATION
1. BRAKES

42

OECRKINSG

3. LIGHTS
SHOCKS

So sell your test books NOW at

YAGER & SILVA SHELL SERVICE

ROBERTS BOOK CO.

98 SOUTH FOURTH STREET -- Opposite Student Union Building
PHONE CYpress 5-8968

On 4th St., Across from the Library

FIX

Spares

5
Fr.
7
8

TIRES
TRANSMISSION
DIFFERENTIAL
FAN BELT

9
Il

11

BATTERY
RANKCASE

RADIATOR
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Ice Leaves; So Do Men

Senator Green, 92,
Decides Not to Run

I
;
.1:NCR R.I. (UPI;
Sen. Theodore Francis Green, 92year-old Rhode Island Democrat
and the oldest man ever to serve
in the U.S. Senate, will not run
for reelection this year.
He is a former chairman of the
important Senate Foreign Relations Committee and still a member of that committee. He also was
co-sponsor of the Cl Bill of Rights.
which enabled millions of ex-servicemen to attend college and collect other benefits.
Green, who only a few years
ago decided to heed his doctors
and give up wrestling, mountain
climbing and high diving, decided
against running for another term
because of his health.

1.,..lutioruiry War hero Gen. Nathanael Greene.
The day after his 90th birthday
in 1958. Green embarked on an
around the world tour which took
him to NATO nations as chairman
of the Senate delegation to the
NATO conference.

Pay -Offs On Swim Tests
G.I. Policies For SEWomen
$253 Million Offered Today E

COMBINATION
PLATE

59’

Tico’s Tacos

Get Ready for Spring Clean-Up
$3.50
$5.00
$1.50
$2.50

per
per
per
per

day
day
day
day

See us for Complete Paint Supplies

Special Price to Fraternities and Sororities

dad tealipapor so.
DOWNTOWN, 112 S. 2ND

VALLEY FAIR

CLASSIFIEDS
Classified Rates:
25c line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertion
2 line minimum
To Place an Ad:
Call at Student Affairs Office
Room 16, Tower Hall
No Phone Orders
Lost

88111

heed

Lost: a light brown pull -over sweater
in a plastic bag. Lost on 10th St., 9th
St., San Carlos, or 5th St. Reward. Coo tact Scott Kennedy, CY 5-9584.
Rooms for Roof
Mary George Co-op girls $45 mo. 146
!Orli. 4 vac. nert Sore.
Lg. private rm., male student. No smok-s’so. 251 So. 14th.
Room for Rent _with Kit. Prk, 55 S. 10th
Room for men 0lth kit. priv. $27.50 per
rh 37 So. 5th.
Men students-rooms, kit. priv. or board
32 So. 13th, CY 243580.
Men, dbl. rm., twin beds, also sgl. with
prin. entrance, heat. 62 No, 7th. Kit.
priv. opt.
For Rent: Single rooms for Frier, $35 mo.
661 So. 12+ St. CY 4-3483.
Lg.. clean rm. very quiet. Incl. lndry
eaning and kit. priv. $25 mo. call Dave
CY 4.3964 after 7.
Aporf000ts for Roof
2 bdrm apts., fun% Inc! ndiv. auto
wisho,3 I o I. from campus. See Mgr.,
414 S., 4.h 54. Apt 3.
Modern furn. apts. for 3. 4, or 6 students. 283 E. Reed, Call CY 3.7103.
New 2-bdrrn. apt. 679 So. 1 1th. open 3
for 4 or 5.
Lge 3 and 4 rooms. Cpl. or 4 girls. 342
I .11
CH 8.1536.
New furn. apts. studio, 1 and 2bdrm.,
- os, groups, horn $25 per person,
2 5000, 48 S. 4th St.
We have furnished opts. available for
spring semester ’on 10th and 11th St.
near campus. All new electric kitchens,
wall to wall carpeting, draperies through
out the apts., hooted swimming pool,
automatic washers and dryers. telephone
outlets in kitchen end TV a.itennaos. We
pay garbage and water. For information
r,l1 CY 7-8713 CY 74877. There is no
charge for our service-it is our pleasSr..

an, available
Furnished Apt, close
at Semester break. 421 E. San Antonio,
CY 7.7653 or AL 2.1889.
,Furn. Apt. Large. 3 or 4 quiet gentle.
I men. I blk. to college. CY 2-2152.
Apartments for rent near campus. Call
’Spartan Rental Service, CY 7-8877, CY
74713.
Share Reofols
Want I male student to share apt. with
3. Pool. CY 3-0246.
Want two girls to share apt. for 4. Call
after 5-CY 7-2380.
Girl to share apt. wIth same. CY 4.0725.
3 girls to shore apt. dlr.. teas, rent. 415
Sc. 5th St, CY 56607.
Share apt. with two males. $22.50 ea.
plus Oil. 380 S. 5th. CY 2-2250.
Want girl to share apt. with 2 others.
Call CY 7-6028 after 5 p.m.
College boys to share home with same.
415 So. 12th. CY 3.5933, Bob.
Girl to share apt. with 3. 2 kedrm., fare.,
with pool. 405 So. 7th, no. 10, CY 41446 aft. 6.
Room sod lewd
Gisls--rocan and board, BELLA DONNA
HALL. 199 So. 14th St. College as: proved. CY 7-8105.
Gals: 2 raw et mod, boarding house.
443 So. 11th, Edwina. CY 3-9892.

Humanities
Club Elects

Spartaguide

club :II
and Rostrum.
SJ S, resigned their office and impeachment charge were film! against another in
club action yesterday afternoon.
Mrs. Cecelia Winokur resigned

her position of president and Ray
Bluckie resigned his secretary post.
Impessetunent charge% were
brought against Pat Belardes,
treasurer, 163, Dan Jacobson, parliamentarhiti, for non-performalter of duty.
A special election will be held
next Tuesday to fill the vacancies
left by the resignations.
SUMMER SESSIONS
ABROAD 1960
University cf San Francisco
GUADALAJARA, Mexico June 27lea tuition, board.
July 29..5240
room and ash..’ es.
VALENCIA, Spain July I -August 23
Several plans to fit individual requirements from $625 including tuition,
board and room, and activities, and
ROUND TRIP BY PLANE, New YcrkuMNaclivriedit-Vsarrley onctiFl.
SAN FRANCISCO
TOUR OF EUROPE. July and Aug.
A first class tour visiting 10 countries
of Europe and Morocco. (Africa).
University credits optional. Conduct.
ed by Dr. Gines Maiques. Information: Dr. Maiques, San Jose State
Collean, Room IC? NA.

JULIAN
presents
with
and

also
Nightly Folk Singing with
JOHN and MONTE
MIKE CALLAHAN

CORSAGES $
NO ORDER TOO LARGE OR TOO

1 UP

SW

IL

D & D FLORISTS
454 N. 13th St.

San Jose, Calif.

CY 74073

Old World Charm in Dining
America’s Most Beautiful liolbran

Authentic Harvarian Food
Music Every Night
San Jose State’s FRED SOETJE
America’s areatest Rinky-Tink Piano stylist
(Appears Mon.-Thurs.)
Billie Gallagher
Die Rhinelander
on the piano
Band

(jiarcielt City

ficibrae

51 SO MARKET ST.

CY 7-2002

Assufning the starting salary is the same, would you
rather have (A) a job with
an assured income for life,
but with no chance to increase it? (13) a job where
you’ll always be paid according to your abilitie-?
(C) a job where you has"
10 advance rapidly or be
fired?
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MIssollon000s for Sole

Whom Dallis Istrs ere obeyed

and enforced, deaths

go DOWN!

Pah/Ls/tett in an effort to ante lam, in cooperation
with the National Safety Council and The Advertising Council.
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*./If you checked (C) on three out of f,mr of
these questions, you’re fairly astute. But if
you checked (B) -you think for yourself!
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"The finer the filter
strands, the finer the filter
action" is a way of saying
(A) don’t us!. chicken wire
in a window screen; (B)
Viceroy gives you finest
filter action beeallue it has
the finest filter strands;
(C) the finer the filters,
the finer the smoking.

The Man Who Thinks for Himself Knows

Spiral& MMus

VOL 47

Will have found out that Viceroy gives
you the best filtering of any cigarette., for
a taste you can really enjoy. A thinking
man’s filter. A smoking man’s taste.
That’s Viceroy!

ACJBOCEJ
When you depend on judgment, not
chance, in your choice of cigarettes,
you’re apt to be a Viceroy smoker. You

Bille-l-speed English built. 339 S. 11th
St. Apt. No. 2, CY 4-4866.
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Flowers for all Occasions

"Never look a gift horse in
t he mouth" is good advice
because (A) he’ll bite; (B)
even if his teeth show he’s
old, what can you do about
it? ((’) there’s nothing in
there anyway.
A [j BE CE
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THE CASUALS

DANCES ARE COMING

"A little learning is a dangerous thing" means
(A) it’s better to leave your mind alone; (B)
people who act on half-knowledge often make
mistakes; (C) beware of sophomores.

be in two places at once. At the wheel, there’s only one
safe place for them -on your driving. 37,000 Americans died
on our highways last year; 37 times that many were
injured. The tragic toll might have been far less if every
driver remembered this: a thinking driver is a safe driver
: .. when his thoughts are concentrated on driving!

the editors

THREE CLEFS

Dr. Patt Elected
To Trustee Post

When your mind’s upset,
your car may be too! Your thoughts can’t

aoion y,
Council It

DANCING NIGHTLY

DolOti Think knOurself.2

"How could that catty remark bother me so?"

By 1
In a in

KEROSENE CLUB365 E.

TODAY
Alpha Delta Sigma, meeting, Cafeteria
snack bar. 8 p.m., speaker, Walter Guild.
national president of ADS-.
Arnold Air Society, meeting, 847.
7:30 p.m.
Newman Club. 8:15 p.m., Rosary,
8:30 p.m.. meeting, Newman Hall, 79
S. Fifth St.
Tau Delta Phi, election of officers
Tower. 7:30 p.m.
Wesley Foundation, Dino-aMite Ion
sheen, 205 E. Santa Clara St., 12:30 p.m.

Officers for next semester were
elected at a recent meeting of FPmanities Club.
They are Dave Zucker, president; Dave Lleweln, vice president;
Sue Bowers, secretary, and Marlene Van Horn, treasurer.
Membership to the organization
still is open and is not limited
only to students in the Humanities
program, Zucker said.
TOMORROW
The next meeting will be Friday.
IWHC, meeting. CH235. 3:30 p.m.
Feb 12, at 7:30 p.m., CH158.
Industrial Relations Club, election of
officers and La Torre pictures, TH127,
7:30 p.m.
Pi Lambda, meeting. WAA Lounge,
7:30 p.m.
Roger Williams Fellowship, discipline
prayer cell, Crane Baptist Church. 10th
Dr. Jack M. Patt, assistant proand San Fernando Sts., 6:30 a.m.
fessor of history and education,
Social Affairs Committee, meeting.
has been elected to membership Ttfb3
330 p.m.
on the local Board of Trustees of
Doctors General Hospital.
Open at 4 p.m.
The hospital is accredited by the
Joint Commission on Hospital AcPizza with a "Personality"
creditation, which is comprised 01
HOUSE OF PIZZA
representatives of the America,:
395 Almaden Ave.
CT 7-990111
College of Surgeons and the Amer.01. the Civic Auditorium
ican Hospital Association.
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(BUZZ THIS QUIZ AND SEE WHERE YOU LAND",

1

’69 Austin Healey, Standard. Perf. cond.
4 seater. $2700. AN 4 5437 after 5 and
weekends.
Austln-Healey 100-6 1967, black -red interior, ww. all extras. $2095. TR3, 1957,
silver, black top. $1795. and interior ww.
Financing. House of Hardtops, 405 W.
San C.arlos, CY 7-7i75.
Auslin.Hooloy SPRITE, absolutely original, 68 No. 10th St.. apt. I, after 6 p.m.
MGA rdstr. ’44. Good cond., radio, new
tires. CY 8-2106.
Vesja intr. scooters 125cr, cheap. CY
2-7950 or CY 7.0694, 1 Pk. from campus

Typing ot horn*, reasonable rate. ES 70971.
Typing don* in my home. Call
2737,

Competition for $3,000 in
prizes to be given to writers
of fiction, narrative poetry,
non -fictional prose and
drama, was announced yesterday -by trustees of the
James I). Phelan Awards in

Gavel and Rostrum
Changes Officers

Flying Club
Sets Class

Make Reservations now for:

Phelan Awards Begit

Seven women will be initiated
into Mu Phi Epsilon, women’s
honorary music sorority, at a ceremony tonight.
The women initiated will be
Shirley Tofte, Margaret Sampson,
Literature and Art. Awards of
Hannelore Krueger, Ruth William$500 and $250 are offered in each
son, Marjorie Kline, Barbara Johnof the four fields of literature.
son and Glenda Parker.
Applications and manuscripts
should be sent on or before the
closing date of March 15, 1960.
Applicants must be native born
Californians, between the ages of
20 and 90. Applications must be
Two officers of the Gas el inade on a special form which can

DISINTEGRATING ICE-The Air Force last weekend completed
A special radio and MI iga t ion
the evacuation of a teem of scientists from their ice flow camp
class will be given free by Flying
north of Point Barrow, Alaska in the Arctic Ocean. The meteorTwenty Club members to interestological team left when the ice began to shift and disintegrate.
ed students in A104, tonight at
The millionaire bachelor re- 7:30, according to Andy Petersen, - - cently underwent surgery for club safety officer.
cataracts in both eyes.
Students do not have to he a
The decision, Green said last member of the Flying Twenty Club
night, came "after considerable in order to attend. Interested persons should bring their own San
thought."
A former Rhode Island gover- Francisco and Sacramento sectionnor, Green was first elected to the al maps, computers and note paper.
This is the first in a series of
Senate in 1936 at the age of 70.
A veteran of the Spanish-Ameri- special classes designed to aid stuSwimming tests for women who
More than five million veterans wish to be exempted from the
ran War, he is a descendant of dents interested in aviation.
who hold participating Cl life in- swimming course required for gramrance will share in regular an- duation will be given today at 4:30
;::al policy dividends totaling p.m. in the Women’s Gym. The
’253,500,000 during 1960, Sumner tests will be repeated tomorrow
and Jan. 20.
; Whittier, administrator of vet General education requirements
mans affairs, announced recently. state that a woman student must
These dividends are primarily a pass a college swimming course or
refund to policyholders of part of show herself proficient in swimtheir premium payments, the ad- ming by passing a swimming exChoice of:
emption test. The tests today are
ministrator said.
...
Tamale
Enchilada - Taco The refunds are made because for women who wish to be exthe death rate among GI policy- empted from a regular college
Plus Rice, Beans, Salad
holders continues to be lower than swim class.
Participants are asked to report
the rate upon which the premiums
to the women’s pool area. Suits
were established by law.
James
St.
and
4th
The dividends will be paid as and towels will be furnished, but
soon as possible after the 1960 each student must bring her own
anniversary of the date each policy cap.
was issued, Whittier assured.

Floor Sanders
Rug Cleaners
Floor Waxers
Wallpaper Steamers

Initiation Set
For Tonight

ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN’S FILTER

A SMOKING MAN’S TASTE’
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